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In december 2017 Swedish alternative/progressive hard rock trio We Could Build An Empire are back with 
the follow-up to their 2011 eponymous debut. On the new album called ”In This Place” the band have worked
with the reputed Jens Bogren at Fashination Street Studios (Opeth, Katatonia, Witchcraft) and legendary 
producer Zed Smon. Zed most famously worked with the biggest poprock band inside Sweden, Kent on their
major breakthrough albums during 1997-2002.
 
The aim for the new album was to make every track stand out as a great song on it’s own, carefully 
produced and mixed to match the vibe and the lyrics of each one. This is why it took some extra time to 
finish the album, patiently waiting until very busy producer Jens Bogren had time to mix the final three songs.
 
Looking back at the debut Classic Rock Magazine’s PROG issue wrote:
“Opener “Finest Work” has a muscular metallic tinge that nods to Alice In Chains, while there’s a touch of 
Peter Gabriel in “Easy”. A charm all it’s own.”
 
Even though the debut was a non-budet self-release it did get some attention in the US as well:
"We Could build An Empire is a fine modern melodic rock release which perfectly fuses elements from 
alternative rock and progressive rock into a collection of completely saturated and compelling tunes. Fans of 
the likes of Mew, Soundgarden, Muse, and Coldplay might find it further interesting, since We Could Build 
An Empire presents yet another way of combining alternative rock and progressive rock." 
Seaoftranquility.org, US
 
Bassist/vocalist Marcus Pehrsson share his thoughts on the new album:
- I guess we have to a great extent stuck with our influences and that’s still a little bit of everything we like 
really, all the great music we love from Tool, Soundgarden and Radiohead to AC/DC, PJ Harvey and King 
Crimson. Music to me should be without boundaries. Just let it flow, any path it takes really, that’s what our 
music is about. We like it diverse, like an old Led Zep or Beatles-album in that sense, whatever happened to 
that idea?
 
For the new album, the band signed to fellow Scandinavian Mighty Music (Denmark). First single "All In This 
Together" will be out on October 27th, whereas the new album "In This Place" will be released on December 
8th 2017.
 
Zed Smon gives his view on mixing the band:
– We Could Build An Empire is fantastic band, with high level of musicianship. I’ve had a pleasure to mix 
some of their new songs and at their heart, lays a genuine drive to explore expression within their genre. I 
feel their strength lies in their lyrics as well as their powerful performance. They like to explore and grow in 
their uniqueness, and that feels like a much needed quality in todays music scene.
 
As Zed says the lyrics are a very important part of We Could Build an Empire. Lyricist Marcus likes to look at 
the bands lyrics more as poems than as ordinary rock lyrics and comments on four of the songs:
 
All In This Together 
- This one is bringing up my political och philosophical concers, I like to think it is written to endorse Bernie 
Sanders for POTUS, which we actually did! Some say this has some Ghost/Ghost B.C-vibes to it. That's 
cool, even though we are not very big fans of theirs actually.
 
The Rise and the Fall 
- Most of this lyric came to me three years ago when I stayed at a hospital in Lisbon for a few days, after I 
jumped off a rolling train and hit my head so hard I had a serious fracture. Long story, but after all it was one 
of my best experiences in life so far, and it sure made me appreciate life in a new way. We aimed for the 
groove of AC/DCs ”Let me put my love into you” on this one, but nobody who tries ever comes close of 
course!
 
In This Place 
- If you have ever been depressed you might recognize some of what this is about. Or if you just happen to 

https://target.haulix.com/Media/Link?h=J5Nd0KNa+W3mw+XdfBac+w==


think a lot about the meaning of it all. To me, this might be the musical work of our lifes, so far. It reminds me
of the slower side of King’s X but with the unavoidable Scandinavian melancholy, that it seems we never can
get rid of! (laughs)
 
On the Run 
- To me, many of us are on the run pretty much all of the time, chasing for something else or something 
”better”. I have been, and still is sometimes for sure. But if you try really hard, you'll find that you actually can
learn to stop running and maybe find that it ain't so bad to just hang out with yourself, after all! (laughs) 
 

We Could Build An Empire are:
Marcus Pehrsson: Lead vocals / bass
Pat Wallin: Guitars / backing vocals
Michael Ohlsson: Drums / percussion
 
Band member backgrounds:
Marcus and Pat have a common history in progressive rock/metal act Last Laugh which released ”Meet Us 
Where We Are Today” on Record Heaven Records in 1997. Marcus was also in space/psychedelic rock 
band darXtar from 1994 and onwards releasing four full-length albums; “Sju” Black Widow Records 1995, 
“Tombola” Record Heaven Records 2001, “We Came Too Late” Nasoni Records 2005 and “Aged To 
Perfection”Transubstans records 2011. DarXtar are also known for their collaborations with Hawkwind-
legend Nik Turner, performing as his live band during Nik's two solo gigs in Sweden 1995 and 1998.
Michael is one of the songwriters and the producer behind swedish electro/synth act Massiv Ångest. In 2010 
they released their digital album “Det Nya Svarta”.
 
”In This Place” album credits:
All music and arrangements by We Could Build an Empire. All lyrics by Marcus Pehrsson. Basic tracks 
recorded by Patrick Taunu & We Could Build an Empire. Vocals, keyboards, percussion, additional guitars 
and other overdubs recorded by Marcus Pehrsson.
Mixed by Jens Bogren (1, 4, 8), Zed Smon (2, 5, 6, 7) & Johan Öhrnborg (3). ?Mastered by Jens Bogren 
(Fascination Street Studios).
Produced by Pontus Wallin & Marcus Pehrsson. Cover photography by Håkan Lundin.
 
Facebook: www.facebook.com/wcbae
Spotify: https://open.spotify.com/artist/3V5TWvFzfdIBVygFi0cSVy
Instagram: @wecouldbuildanempire
 
YouTube:
https://www.youtube.com/user/WeCouldBuildanEmpire
 
Official site:
www.wcbae.com

Label contact:
Mighty Music Denmark
peter@targetgroup.dk

www.mightymusic.dk
info@mightymusic.dk
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